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What is Financial Independence ? 

 

 

What if we start this new year with a DONATION ? 

 

Just like a beautiful resolution illuminates the following days and months, to decide to 

make a Donation opens the doors of our being and allows energy to flow freely…  

You, who helped me ceaselessly during the past years, you know that very well ! 

To donate also means having this « privilege » of BEING ABLE to donate… And thus 

opens our psyche to the Awareness of Abundance… That is also a big subject about 

which another Letter of Financial Independence will be written soon… 

 

If you want to donate and you don’t know to whom… here is a lovely idea : 

Atma seva, whom many of you know, founded by my yoga teacher Atmatattwa, or 

Emma Taylor who supports forgotten children and needy elderly in the area of 

Rishikesh… Huge work that you can discover HERE  ATMASEVA … 

 

https://www.atmaseva.co.uk/
https://www.atmaseva.co.uk/


 

 

Donation, Daan in sanscrit, is an important part of the 

spiritual growth ; and it is also important on the way to 

Financial Independence. 

 

Yet, what is actually this Financial Independence?  

Before we think independence, let’s have a look at our present situation which is 

often more like dependence… 

If we work as employee, our work is intimately linked to our incomes. If I do not work, I 

receive no income. To make it simple. 

If we are lucky enough to have such a job that brings us both a perfect financial 

situation and intellectual or creative or any kind of satisfying fulfillment, then… we are 

amongst the most privileged people on Earth! And maybe there is no need to 

continue reading this letter? Unless we think of our future? Unless we are simply 

curious? 

Nonetheless, most of us are generally not in such ideal situations. We are more often 

dependent on a job which might not be fulfilling our heart, or if fulfilling our heart, 

does not fill up our bank account… And too often we feel frustrated… 

 

What can we do then ? 

Assessing the situation and accepting it is the first step : becoming Aware. 

Knowing that we can change it and  Deciding to change is the second. 

https://www.atmaseva.co.uk/


 

How ? 

Well, for me, I have been lucky enough to join this « Richness & Freedom » French 

online course which over a 18 month intense period is giving me knowledge, 

experience, practical tools, systematic methods, exchanges and guidance so that I 

can really ACT and create for myself and close ones a FLOURISHING FUTURE…  

 

Precisely by creating my Financial Independence… 

In short, to create one’s Financial Independence means to create a medium or long 

term future where we won’t be dependent on unpleasant or  not chosen  situations 

like jobs/ bosses/ absence of leaves/ insufficient free time / unaffordable kids studies 

etc. 

To create one’s Financial Independence means to generate a 

few incomes which in the future will be able to sustain our life, 

without our being forced to work against our heart desire. 

 

Is it a dream ? 

 

I must admit it has been hard for me to believe that such a thing is possible. However, 

although I did not reach there yet, I understand now that YES, it IS possible, and IT 

WILL become true for me too, because I want it and I need it. 

 

It does absolutely not mean that there will be neither effort nor work from my side! 

No! But these efforts are now directed towards my aim of Financial Independence. I 

take the responsibility of my financial future so as to align my work with my heart 

desires. 

 

And I know that when this work brings fruits, then I will be able to dedicate much 

more time to my heart desires… without having financial issues anymore… 

 

Actually to create one’s Financial Independence is like to create one’s retirement 

pension, yet with full involvement, responsibility and possibly at a early age if that’s 

what one wishes ! 



 

So… all for now about « What is Financial Independence ? » 

Next ? « How to reach Financial Independence ? » will be narrated in the next 

Letters, if you want to continue to follow me in this venture!   

There are many many more steps and the next one deals with our Beliefs… A big 

part which is however a mandatory chapter for it opens the doors of “Awareness of 

Abundance” that leads to Financial Independence… 

Although the website dedicated to this venture is not translated into english, I put the 

english Letters of Financial Independence available for you, english readers !  

They are HERE … If you missed previous ones, you may jump there !  

 

By the way the new year has come so let me wish you….  

 

 

 

 

If you wish to subscribe to this Financial Independence Letter you just need to send me  a message with 

« yes financial independence » 

 

Talk soon again ! … 

Isabelle 

https://isabellelibertefinanciere.jimdo.com/lettres-de-la-libert%C3%A9-financi%C3%A8re/
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